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HONEST.



A visual communicator translating and elevating your ideas through interior 
spaces, graphic design, and photography.

Having lived my whole life in the spectacular, natural setting of Vancouver, 
I’ve been drawn to all-things-beautiful. Inspired by my surroundings, travels, 
and minimalist ideals around ‘less is more’, the unfussiness of Danish design 
continues to resonate most with me. As a visual communicator, I find inspi-
ration in the simple pleasure of a hike through the forest, playing guitar in 
wide-open spaces, and breathing in another sunset.

A LITTLE ABOUT ME...

I’M
 S

HY, PLEA
SE SAY HI!
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INTERIORS

Boutique Pop-Up Shop & Kiosk

Nitrogen Ice Cream Shop

Barber & Salon

Tradeshow Booth Re-Do

Treehouse 



“
“

The details are not the details, the 
details make the product.

-Charles & Ray Eames



Based on real, local Vancouver boutiques, I created a 
complete proposal package for a Pop-Up Shop that in-
cludes a computer model rendering, interior store plan, 
sample board, and merchandise plan.

Mimicking some of the display techniques and fixtures from their 
Gastown store, I developed a concept for a fresh and new pop-up. 
The space is organized with women’s wear on the left side of the 
store, and mens on the right, however there is no visual physical 
divide in the displays, keeping the space open and welcoming.

Boutique Pop-Up Shop

OBJECTIVES OUTCOME



KOTN is an ethical and sustainable mens and womens clothing brand. Their brand state-
ment and promise is to provide “Quality essentials, ethically made from authentic Egyptian 
cotton.” After visiting their store in Gastown, downtown Vancouver, I noticed their look and 
feel of the store fits with that of their brand promise. Using natural, minimal, and industrial 
looking materials the store lets the clothing speak for itself, and allows shoppers to have a 
calming and welcoming experience while browsing their goods.

About KOTN

Sample Board

Natural Old Hardwood

Cashwrap

Large Mirror x2 Rattan Stool Decor Plant x2 Wall/Shelf Decor Baskets B&W Nature Wall Art

Display Cubes Nesting Tables Large & Small Fixture Display Shelving

White Pine Slat Boards Paint Colour Accent Colour Accent Colour
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Kiosk Pop-Up (Boutique Extension)
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OBJECTIVES
The Nitrogen Ice Cream Shop model is made 
of two shipping containers. Constraints include 
only manipulating the shipping containers 
twice, as well as arranging the pieces without 
adding ceiling surface area.  Along with the 
models, technical drawings and a 3D model in 
SketchUp were required. Models were made 
by a combination of laser cut and etching plexi 
glass and architectural task board, and hand 
cutting the taskboard.

Nitrogen Ice Cream Shop



Focussed on space planning in this project, I created 
a space that was open, with distinct spaces for dif-
ferent uses. Using large windows and a high ceiling 
for the seating and entry area allows the guests to 
feel comfortable and relaxed, not feeling trapped in 
the small space.

OUTCOME







Barber & Salon

In a challenging 8’x8’x12’ space, I designed a salon & barber shop while having 
to adhere to functional specifications that served the end users. A Furniture, 
Fixtures and Equipment board and a Materials Board with elevations were 
also required along with a rendered SketchUp model.

OBJECTIVES



I developed a concept for a unisex barber shop and salon, utiliz-
ing warm materials and colours, as well as an industrial feeling 
environment. The small space is maximized by floating shelves 
with organized product, as well as rolling storage. Contrast is 
brought into the space from the use of warm materials such as 
the hardwood floor and copper finishing, paired with the cold 
painted brick wall.

FFE Board

100 Watt, Incandescent, Dimmable 
Light Bulb, Warm White (2200K) 

E26/Medium Base 
(Qty. 6)

Kiko Backwash Basin in White 
Ceramic

Kona Styling Chair in black 

Debby Bar & Counter Stool in 
Reclaimed Pine 

Forest Alphonse Plastic Pot 
Planter in White Ceramic, 2 sizes

Custom made Concrete Clock

Steel 50L Motion Sensor 
Trash Can 

Square Stand for Contactless 
and Chip 

Industrial Retro Wall Mount Iron Pipe 
DIY Hung Bracket, 3PCS (Qty. 2) 

Custom made

Koeller Industrial Metal Wall Mirror 
Customized with Lights 

Giannini Large Robe Coat Wall 
Hook in Black (Qty.4)

Metal Mesh Umbrella Stand in Black 

Side Clamping Universal Wall 
Speaker Mount (Qty.2)

RASKOG Utility Cart in Black with 
copper detailing 

Expedition Accent Wall Mirror in 
Dark Iron, 3 sizes 

100 Watt, Incandescent, Dimmable 
Light Bulb, Warm White (2200K) 

E26/Medium Base 
(Qty. 12)

to be fixtured 
into mirror

to be 
fixtured into 
wrought 
iron for 
ceiling light 
fixture

By Georgia Mashford
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26in
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Floorplan

Isometric

OUTCOME



OBJECTIVES

OUTCOME

Utilizing a 10ft x 10ft space, I organized the booth in a 
simple and approachable fashion. I created minimal fixtures 
using natural materials not to take away from the delicate 
swimwear pieces. I included a vinyl applied photo from a 
MAI photoshoot and a palm leaf wallpaper to fit with the 
brand and their aesthetics, which allows the booth to stand 
out from afar.

Trade Show Booth

Selecting a booth to re-do from the Knowshow event in 
Vancouver (clothing and retail trade show), allowed for the 
opportunity to develop a succinct proposal package to im-
prove user experience while maintaining brand aesthetics.



Conceptual Treehouse

The Treehouse project reviewed and applied the 
CAD and drafting skills learned throughout the 
Computers and Design: 3D Applications course. 
Create a concept based on “views”, and design a 
suspended form that was no larger than 250sq/ft.

Inspired by light and the way it can transform a 
space, my concept played with how light interacts 
with a form and the room. Creating a space where 
one could sit, relax, read a book and let the sun 
dance around them within the treehouse.

OBJECTIVES

OUTCOME



GRAPHICS
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Visual Identity

SunRae Brand Identity

Social Marketing Campaign

Designer Booklet

Candy Brand & Packaging



“
“

Ideas do not need to be isoteric 
to be original or exciting.

-Paul Rand



Visual Identity

OBJECTIVES

Operetta 32 Medium
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwyxz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
123456789      !@#$%̂ &*( )

Brandon Grotesque - Light
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwyxz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
123456789      !@#$%^&*()

C - 38%
M - 24%
Y - 37%
K - 10%
P 177-5 U

C - 63%
M - 40%
Y - 63%
K - 18%
P 177-8 U

C - 12%
M - 22%
Y - 35%
K - 0%
P 26-1 U

Practical, Honest, Dedicated

Design a personal identity to represent yourself. Deliverables 
included creating a logotype and applying the identity to a 
business card and letterhead, as well as a website.



The idea behind my logotype and symbol were to create an identity that 
is practical, honest, and shows dedication. I chose approachable colours 
that would not be shouting at you, but more so saying hello with a smile!

The approach to creating my identity was much like how the design it 
self turned out; very organic, calming, and organized. These traits are 
really ones that I find reflect who I am as person, and I strived to achieve 
these when creating the design of my visual identity.

Behind the Design



Process

 

 Georgia M
ashford

 

Design

Georgia M
ashfordDesign



Moodboard

 

*all images are not mine, for educational purposes only*



Letterhead

Business Card



Website



SunRae Brand Identity

OBJECTIVES OUTCOME
These are the main elements which mark the brand, and repre-
sent the company. A bold display typeface to represent the main 
brand name, and a simple sans-serif for the descriptor not to take 
away from the uniqueness of ‘SunRae’. An organic form used as 
the symbol to figuratively represent a sun, which will also be used 
as the form for the auxiliary graphic. These colours are bold, yet 
natural, and fit the key descriptors of SunRae Goods.

To create a set of visual elements to establish SunRae Goods 
as a brand. These elements help to maintain consistency when 
implementing the brand to different mediums and applica-
tions.  Keeping the elements consistent will allow for a strong, 
recognizable, and appreciable brand.



C: 84
M: 52
Y: 28
K: 24
Pantone: 3165U

C: 65
M: 41
Y: 53
K: 15
Pantone: 5545U

C: 7
M: 7
Y: 44
K: 0
Pantone: 461U

TypefacesColour Palette

Proportions

Reliable, Unique, Authentic



Website







Mobile Site



Shipping Box



Tote Bags

Shopping Bags



Signage



Letterhead & Business Cards



Social Marketing Campaign

OBJECTIVES OUTCOME

*In collaboration with Liam Nguyen*

The Social Marketing Campaign was a meticulous proposal in which we 
were to inspire and call others to action via communication design.  We 
were to choose and carefully research the problem, understand a target 
audience, and plan how we were going to execute the campaign.

Our goal was to create a campaign about a serious issue, how-
ever in such a way that is not so shocking or intense, but a little 
friendlier and approachable. To accomplish this, we chose to use 
a graphic style and colours that lighten ones mood.

Our Objectives:
- Bring general awareness to the issue of the Opioid Crisis

- Inform audience on the basics of what opioids are and their side effects

- Educate about the commonality and severity of Opioid Addiction



Process

The Opioid crisis is an extreme and complex issue that is currently 
ongoing in Canada and a better form of awareness and promotion of 
the issue needs to happen. The main problem with the Opioid Crisis 
in Vancouver is the immense increase in opioid related overdoses and 
deaths. Opioids are (often prescribed) pain medications such as “Fen-
tynal, morphine, oxycodone and hydromorphone”. 

What is the Problem?

     These drugs affect your mind, body, mood, mental processing. The 
factors listed above, being very accessible/attainable, and mind alter-
ing, allow for opioids to be overused and used improperly, and often 
culminating in an addiction. 

Moodboard



To launch our campaign, we decided to roll out with public 
transit banners/ads which would attract the attention of passer 
bys, or those who take transit. This first step in our campaign 
is to get the viewer and targeted audience to ask themselves 
those initial questions.

These ads are large, and would be viewed by many people 
making them an obvious choice as our campaign launch strat-
egy. They would direct people to our website, and thus our 
other social platforms.

Campaign Strategy
Launch



We developed a design for our website, mobile app, 
and tablet app which would allow our targeted audi-
ence to delve deeper into the basics on the Opioid 
Crisis. On these platforms they would also be able 
to access facts to inform whether they’re addicted or 
not, and information on the different types of Opioids 
and their side effects. 

Campaign Strategy
Media



Campaign Strategy
Media

Additionally we created an instagram platform for those who are open 
about the issue, whether they have the addiction or not. Here they 
can find resources, or can use our hashtags “mybodymychoice”, and 
“#O.W.O” to promote awareness of the crisis. Our instagram will be 
used as an online community for the viewers who feel they need extra 
support, or to simply know they aren’t alone.



Campaign Strategy
Print

Lastly, postcard sized direct mail pieces that could be distributed by 
health care professionals/doctors to their patients when they may be 
prescribing opioids. As well as campaign posters to intrigue viewers 
and audience to learn more.



Designer Report
A report/editorial developed about a designer who’s 
journey and career inspires me. 

The layout and format of the editorial is 
inspired by that of Eileen Gray’s design 
style and aesthetic. 

OUTCOME

OBJECTIVES







*all images are not mine, for educational purposes only*



Candy Brand & Packaging

OBJECTIVES

OUTCOME

Developing a design to cater to specific target audiences 
and learn about packaging standards I created a brand 
and a visual identity for organic candy.

I created a brand with a minimal logotype, “Bare”, in order 
to suite the brands descriptor as an organic candy brand 
as they have clean and simple ingredients. Using a recy-
cled material for the packaging fits with the standards of 
the targeted audience.



3x
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1x
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Magazine Spread

Cookbook

Quote Card

Typographic Poster



“
“

Asymmetry is the rhythmic
expression of funtional design.

-Jan Tschichold



Magazine Spread

A challenge to apply everything I have learned about 
typesetting, I explored how typefaces convey mean-
ing, employed text hierarchies as a way to navigate, 
and created effective image and text combinations to 
create visual continuity from page to page.

OBJECTIVES

*all images are not mine, for educational purposes only*



For my magazine spread, I used a modern colour block-
ing style as it is visually related to the topic of the article. 
I chose two columns to increase comfortable reading, 
as well as the images and colour blocking to break up 
the copy.

OUTCOME



Cookbook *In collaboration with Jay Kim & Brooke Dunbar*

As a group, we were to develop three cookbook 
spreads, as well as a front and back cover. Combine 
the stories, recipes, and other ancillary information to 
work together as part of a coherent concept. We were 
to develop our ability to manipulate basic elements of 
design using visual techniques and principles of orga-
nization and hierarchy.

OBJECTIVES



Our concept were plant based recipes made with local 
produce. We chose to focus on letting the photography 
of each meal shine as we emphasized the plant based 
ingredients throughout the recipes.

OUTCOME

*all images are not mine, for educational purposes only*



Quote Card

Choosing the right typeface pairing is essential 
to good taste — a feast for the eyes. I chose a  
combination of 5 typefaces to creatively convey a 
message. The card was to encourage and inspire 
the Langara College faculty and staff.

I paired 5 different typefaces which represented 
this quote to me. A calming and soft background 
with the combination of fluid and impactful fonts 
to bring contrast and visual interest.

OBJECTIVES

OUTCOME

Quote by George Bernard Shaw



I developed the design of this poster to focus on and 
emphasize the forms of the Bodoni typeface. I achieved 
this by varying the size of the typeset and letterforms, 
and keeping the poster to a minimal colour palette.

OUTCOME

OBJECTIVES

Type Poster

Explore typographic expression while adhering to de-
sign principles. Using Bodoni, Futura, Clarendon or 
Officina, design a typographic poster that included 
the typeset and the history of the font.



PHOTOGRAPHY
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Portrait

Lifestyle

Nature



“
“

One doesn’t stop seeing. One 
doesn’t stop framing. It doesn’t turn 
off and turn on. It’s on all the time.

-Annie Leibovitz



Portrait

OBJECTIVES
Demonstrate the use of hard 
lighting in a portrait.



OUTCOMEOBJECTIVES

Conceptual Portrait

Develop a concept with someone you love 
which  conveys something about them.

Tavish is in the arts, a film-maker, always striving for 
perfection. Our concept was based around the ideal of 
the creative process and its woes.



Lifestyle

OBJECTIVES
Capture something moving 
with a fast shutterspeed. 



Lifestyle

OBJECTIVES
Display contrast in an intruiging composition.



Lifestyle

OBJECTIVES
Create a composition emphasizing colour 
contrast and a long shutter speed.



Nature

OBJECTIVES
Capture an element of nature using a macro lens.


